VistaCool 3
™

Direct-to-Drain Thermal Reduction System
for Autoclave Wastewater

ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR AUTOCLAVE CONDENSER BOTTLES
by cooling sterilizer wastewater and sending it directly down the drain automatically.

Protects Cabinets

Protects Drains

Helps prevent mold, mildew, rot and rust caused
by spills and humid environments created by
exhaust from condenser bottles.

Prevents autoclave wastewater from damaging
plumbing. Built-in backflow prevention meets or
exceeds local plumbing codes.

Protects Staff

Saves Time

Eliminates the need for office staff to empty hot water
bottles manually.

Non-electric, self-regulating system saves staff
time—there’s no user maintenance required!
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The innovative design of the new VistaCool 3
benefits as its predecessors, while occupying less space.
The system’s included mounting clips and pressurized drain line
enable it to be installed vertically or horizontally in almost any location.

System Specifications
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V7501- For one autoclave
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V7502 - For two autoclaves

Note: Optional, adjustable tank stands raise the installed height of V7501 & V7502 models between 1/2” and 5” in half-inch increments. Order S7545 for V7501; order S7547 for V7502.

Installation Requirements
 /4” connection to cold water supply: Supply fittings, water supply valve, cold water feed line and CSA-certified VistaCheck™ Dual Check Backflow Preventer(s) are all
1
included! Air gap accessory available separately if required by local code authorities.
Drain connection with trap: Inline thermal sensor(s) included to ensure wastewater is cool enough to send directly down the drain. 1-1/2” utility tee with push-in fittings
included with V7501 & V7502 models.
Optional DrainHub™ multi-port drain adapter recommended to allow multiple drain connections in one small, space-saving hub assembly.

VistaPure™
Water Filtration
Provides two grades of high-quality
water for autoclaves, dental bottles,
ultrasonic cleaners and the rinse
cycle of instrument washers.

VistaPure™ AutoFill
Replenish any new or older-model
STATIM and BRAVO autoclave with
distilled-quality water automatically,
enabling truly hands-free convenience.
S3020 - AutoFill for STATIM
S3030 - AutoFill for BRAVO

V3000

This CSA-certified, patent-pending
device accepts up to eight drain
connections in one small hub—saving
space, cost and time!
DH154 - Four-port drain adapter
DH158 - Eight-port drain adapter
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DrainHub
Multi-Port Drain Adapter

VistaPure™, VistaCool™ and DrainHub™
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VistaResearchGroup.com
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